News of some of the Lord´s work in Northern Peru
We are very thankful that
Journey, a young musically
talented volunteer from northern
Georgia was able to join us at
Morning Star for the month of
October during which time she
gave piano lessons to several of
the children. A couple of days
before she left, we held a recital
so they could each show what
they had learned. It was a special
evening and these moments
stand out in their lives as
experiences they would not likely
enjoy if it weren’t for the Lord’s
provision of Morning Star and so many that pray for and support this ministry.
Over the past decade the Peruvian government´s involvement and interest for the
disenfranchised has been continually declining. Though Morning Star has never received any
support from the government
thus not directly affecting it’s
operation, instead of increasing
their coverage, other facilities
around the country are closing
and as the social conditions
deteriorate, these factors are
compounded. We have been
asking you to pray during this
year that Morning Star may be
able to expand its capacity to
reach the children of Peru with
God’s love. Over that past
several months we have take
on a couple of new “caregivers
in training” as the Lord has
brought them to our door, and
begun a series of remodeling projects that will allow us to retrofit some of the classroom space into
living areas. Phase One was to remodel the original building that was serving as storage into a
meeting area for the church. This was completed in September and we now enjoy worshiping

there. This in turn allows us to embark on redesigning the room we were previously using as an
auditorium into a new kitchen and dinning hall. This will be a challenging undertaking but will result
in an operational improvement in the way we currently function daily as well as open the door to
growing in the future. Once Phase 2 is complete, we will be able to add a bathroom to the room
now being used as a dinning hall which is connected to the first floor of the existing house and
provide us with 6-8 new beds for incoming children. We ask you to pray for the Lord’s direction and
provision in completing these tasks in a timely fashion. The authorities continually contact us with
requests for more intakes and we would be so thrilled to finally say “Yes” as soon as these projects
have been completed.
We are not only concerned with movement
through our “front door” but also ask you to keep in
prayer the movement through our “back door”, i.e.
the advancement of the children’s legal status and
their eventual placement with loving and caring
families.
There are currently 5 kids officially available
for adoption. Esgar (15) and his sister Rosita (10)
(Left), Belen (16) and her brother Antonio (13)
(Right) and Monica (15) (Center).
We also have several children whose legal
cases are still caught in the ever slowly churning cogs of the Peruvian judicial system. Overloaded
and understaffed, incompetence and corruption are commonplace, and we are continually pushing
to see those cases move forward.
We currently have siblings Romy (6) and
Katty (4) (Left), siblings Daniela (9), Italo (7)
& Sofia (3), (Center), siblings Juanita (6) &
Mia (4) (Right) and Claudio (2) (Below). We
of course are praying only that the Lord’s will
be done for each of them, that He would
prepare a home for each in His timing and
that while they remain at Morning Star they
would know God’s love, learn from His Word
and come to know Him as their Savior.

We appreciate your prayers on behalf of the Lord’s work at
Morning Star!
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